ADDENDUM NO. 1

Date: April 25, 2012

Issued by: Sacramento City Unified School District

Project: Bid No. 700-0525, John F. Kennedy Parking Lot

You are hereby notified of the following changes, clarifications, or modifications to the original Contract Documents, Specifications, and Drawings. This Addendum shall supersede the original project documents, and shall take precedence over anything to the contrary therein. All Addenda shall be acknowledged in the Bid Form. Failure to do so may result in disqualification of the bid. All other conditions remain unchanged.

Work described in this addendum is to be of the same quality as specified in the original documents.

1. Contractor to be responsible for moving any irrigation systems affected by construction. All work to be approved and coordinated through SCUSD Plumbing Department. General Note G/Sheet 4 added to address this work.

2. Wheel stop demo revisions? Plans now show two different alternatives for wheel stop removal. Wheel stop removal is limited to areas where the parking lot configuration is changing.

   - Construction Note 7/Sheet 4 - Pavement and Wheel stop removal per Detail 1/Sheet 4, including paving replacement.

   - Construction Note 19/Sheet 4 – Wheel stop removal (No Pavement Removal).
3. Trash Enclosure revisions: Language/notes regarding brick veneer have been eliminated from Detail 2 and 3/Sheet 14. The trash enclosure will be a sealed concrete block application.

4. Fence around bike area: Construction Notes 28 and 29/Sheet 5 revised to call out 1” Black Vinyl Coated Chain Link Mesh.

5. Landscape Repair at ADA Signage Posts to be removed: Language added to Construction Note 16 and 17/Sheet 4 to address this work.

6. Information on lights to be installed: The type of light to be installed (AMF-F-MH250W-MP-MT-55-BZ-L) has been added to Construction Note 22/Sheet 5.

7. Pavement Repair Quantity and note clarification: Construction Note 7/Sheet 5 has been revised and area for digouts now shown as 8,000 SF.

8. Project Manual: Bid Form, Number 4. BIDDER TO PERFORM WORK (Page 15) is amended to read: Bidder represents, warrants and agrees that if awarded the contract, bidder shall perform a minimum of 20% of the total of all work with its own forces.

BID OPENING DATE IS EXTENDED TO FRIDAY, MAY 4, 2012
BEFORE 2:00 P.M., PURCHASING SERVICES OFFICE, 3051 REDDING AVE

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1

Addendum Drawings Attached:

Sheet 4 - Topographic Survey & Demolition Plan
Sheet 5 - Site Plan
Sheet 14 - Details